For the past decades, simulation-based likelihood-free inference methods have enabled to address 1 numerous population genetics problems. As the richness and amount of simulated and real genetic 2 data keep increasing, the field has a strong opportunity to tackle tasks that current methods hardly 3 solve. However, high data dimensionality forces most methods to summarize large genomic datasets 4 into a relatively small number of handcrafted features (summary statistics). Here we propose an 5 alternative to summary statistics, based on the automatic extraction of relevant information using deep 6 learning techniques. Specifically, we design artificial neural networks (ANNs) that take as input single 7 nucleotide polymorphic sites (SNPs) found in individuals sampled from a single population and infer 8 the past effective population size history. First, we provide guidelines to construct artificial neural 9 networks that comply with the intrinsic properties of SNP data such as invariance to permutation of 10 haplotypes, long scale interactions between SNPs and variable genomic length. Thanks to a Bayesian 11 hyperparameter optimization procedure, we evaluate the performances of multiple networks and 12 compare them to well established methods like Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC). Even 13 without the expert knowledge of summary statistics, our approach compares fairly well to an ABC 14 based on handcrafted features. Furthermore we show that combining deep learning and ABC can 15 improve performances while taking advantage of both frameworks. Finally, we apply our approach to 16 reconstruct the effective population size history of cattle breed populations.
1 Introduction sort haplotypes by similarity before processing them with filters sensitive to the haplotype order (Flagel et al., 2018, learning architectures often relies on the experience and intuition of the practitioner in a try-and-repeat process. Grid 186 search and random search are two strategies for exploring the hyperparameter space uniformly. They are commonly 187 used but are limited by the computing resources available. In our study, we used HpBandSter, a package that implements 188 the HyperBand (Li et al., 2016) algorithm to run many hyperparameter trials on a smaller resource budget (i.e. few 189 epochs) and runs the most promising trials on a greater budget. Combined with BOHB (Falkner et al., 2018) , a Bayesian 190 optimisation procedure that models the expected improvement of the joint hyperparameters, this method provides more 191 guided and faster search of the hyperparameter space. At each step, BOHB draws a new combination of hyperparameter 192 values to be tested according to the expected improvement and to a predefined prior. Here, we performed a search in a 193 5-dimensional space defined by: the type of architecture (architectures from our baselines and variations of SPIDNA 194 architecture, based on 400 SNPs or the full number of SNPs), the learning rate, the weight decay, the batch size and the 195 correlation control parameter α. The search was performed for 3 budget steps and replicated 5 times, leading to a total 196 of 83 successfully trained networks.
197
The configuration with the lowest loss generated by the hyperparameter optimization procedure used 400 SNPs with 198 SPIDNA, batch normalization, a weight decay of 2.069 · 10 −2 , a learning rate of 1.416 · 10 −2 and a batch size of 78 199 ( Figure S1 ). Configurations with large batch sizes tended to have lower losses ( Figure S1 ), which is expected as large 200 batches provide a better approximation of the full training set gradient. However, a batch size too close to the training 201 set size can lead to overfitting the training set. Here, we did not observe overfitting for any run when monitoring training 202 and validation losses. The best configurations also tended to have low learning rates and weight decays ( Figure S1 ).
203
These low values slow down the convergence, but usually decrease the final prediction error if the budget is high enough 204 for the network to reach convergence. For each architecture, we selected the best configuration obtained with the hyperparameter optimization procedure 207 and trained it for a greater budget (i.e. 10 epochs), allowing an in-depth comparison. We found no strong decrease of 208 prediction errors after this longer training compared to their counterparts with a 10 7 budget (10 7 training SNP matrix, 209 i.e. 5.57 epochs) (Figures 3 and S1).
210
We first compared the optimized neural networks to optimized ABC approaches based on predefined summary statistics.
211
The prediction errors achieved by ABC using summary statistics ranged from 0.490 (ABC rejection, i.e. without 212 correction) to 0.352 (ABC neural networks). The MLP network based on summary statistics performed comparatively 213 well (0.388). On the contrary the MLP based on raw data performed very poorly (0.690). All other networks based on raw data outperformed this MLP, and most of them (all except SPIDNA instance normalization and SPIDNA instance two other Flagel networks achieved prediction errors similar to SPIDNA (network based on the first 400 SNPs: 0.447; 219 network based on 1784 downsampled SNPs: 0.437), however they had 8 to 34 times more parameters than SPIDNA and 220 despite the dropout procedure they still suffered from overfitting (validation over training loss ratio of 2.50 and 1.39 for 221 Flagel CNNs versus 0.89, 1.01 and 0.97 for SPIDNA which indeed sometimes performed better on the validation set).
222
Lastly, we evaluated two methods that combine deep learning and ABC, by considering the features automatically 223 computed by a network as summary statistics for ABC (Jiang et al., 2017) . When using only the predictions of SPIDNA 224 as input to ABC with correction (linear regression, ridge regression or neural network), we improved greatly SPIDNA's 225 performances and obtained errors similar to the ABC based on predefined summary statistics (0.363 compared to 0.352).
226
When using both SPIDNA predictions and predefined summary statistics as input to the ABC algorithm we decreased 227 further the prediction errors (0.335).
228
We further illustrated the performances of SPIDNA on a subset of demographic scenarios that were previously Figure 1 : Overview of the methods compared in this study. Demographic histories are drawn from a prior distribution on 21 population sizes N i e and one recombination rate ρ, and are used to generate SNP matrices with msprime. Two types of summary statistics are computed from these simulations (SFS and LD). The predictions (outputs) made by different kind of ANNs (MLP, custom CNN and SPIDNA architecture) are compared to an MLP using the summary statistics and to ABC using either the summary statistics, SPIDNA outputs or both. 1 ANN outputs used are the predictions made by the version of SPIDNA with the lowest prediction error. 2 ABC without correction, with linear regression, ridge regression or a single layer neural network are compared. 
